Summary

- Six resolutions were read and voted on.

Follow-Up Questions

- The main question I am left wondering is would it be possible to have the camera on the person who is actually speaking to increase the clarity of the livestream?

Notes

The Cleveland Board of Control meeting lasted about six minutes live in total. The audio wasn’t clear, but the meeting was simple to follow along with the agenda that was presented.

Twelve of the board members were present. This included Mayor Justin Bibb and 11 directors along with Secretary Jeffrey Marks. After the roll was called, the mayor moved straight into the items on the agenda.

- The first item on the agenda was from the Department of Finance. The board approved resolution 512-23 authorizing a contract with Case Western Reserve University for professional development training for Neighborhood Resource and Recreation Centers staff. No questions were asked and all voted in favor.
- There was a question for Director of Port Control Bryant Francis on Item #2 by Mayor Justin Bibb, but it really wasn’t easy to understand on the livestream due to muffled audio. However, another director stepped in and answered the question that Bryant Francis didn’t know the answer to. The board got a small laugh out of that after Bibb pointed out that the other director had read the charter and all voted yes on #2.
- The last resolution that was voted on and approved was Public Safety Resolution 187-23. The director speaking did give a little more insight into this resolution for a
better understanding of it.

If you believe anything in these notes is inaccurate, please email us at cledocumenters@gmail.com with "Correction Request" in the subject line.